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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three of the following statements about outcome plan
services are true?
A. The agency (not the client) will pay for services that have
an associated cost
B. Services can be configured to require supervisory approval
C. They must be defined in the IBM Curam Provider Management
Enterprise Module
D. A provider is mandatory when creating a service
E. Services must be delivered directly by the organization

F. Services do not have an associated financial cost
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2016.
Server1 is a Hyper-V host.
You run the commands shown in the following graphic:
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A BPM application developer removes an activity from a Business
Process Definition (BPD) and creates a new snapshot to be
deployed. The process application is already deployed and some
of the in-flight instances from the previous snapshot have a
token on the removed activity.
What must the BPM application developer do to move those tokens
to the correct activity?
A. Create a general service to automatically move the tokens
once the snapshot is deployed.
B. Use the BPMCreatOfflinePackage along with manage

OrphanTokens option to create an offline deployment package.
C. Create a policy migration file using the
AdminTask.PBMCheckOrphanTokens command. Specify in the file the
next activity where those tokens should be moved. Use the
policy file to migrate the in-flight instances using the
Process Admin console.
D. Create a &lt;migrate snapshot&gt; section for the
10OCustom.xml file to specify the activity where the tokens
should be moved to so they can add it to the Process Server.
Answer: C
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